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Quick Links

First Print Guides

(PDF Guides, Accessory Mode, Connected Mode)

mm3d.co/p3-firstprint

mm3d.co/p3-accessory

mm3d.co/p3-connected

Other Print Modes

(Gradient, Random, Pattern)

mm3d.co/p3-gradient

mm3d.co/p3-random

mm3d.co/p3-pattern

Splice Tuning Guide mm3d.co/p3splice-tuning

Canvas Tutorials

(Setup, Painting, Stamping,

Variable Transitions)

mm3d.co/p3-internet-canvas

mm3d.co/p3-canvas

mm3d.co/paintingintro

mm3d.co/stamping-tutorial

mm3d.co/p2variable-transitions

Calibration and Printer Profiles

(Pings, Printer Profile Management, Profile

Tuning)

mm3d.co/ping-pong

mm3d.co/p3-lo-hm

mm3d.co/p3-save-ignore

Firmware mm3d.co/p3-releases

mm3d.co/firmware

Models and Resources mm3d.co/thingiverse

mm3d.co/thingiverse-resources

mm3d.co/youtube
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Preliminary Steps for 3D Printing 
with Palette

In this guide are a few recommended tasks before beginning to print with your 
Palette, to ensure your printer is well-tuned. Completing these steps will lead to 

more consistent, successful prints and an overall improved experience.

Beginners in 3D Printing

If you are completely new to 3D printing, we recommend checking out 
this video (mm3d.co/tt-beginners)! It is a complete beginner's guide to 
how 3D printers operate, how to set it up and complete a
'frame check.' A frame check will ensure that your printer has no 
underlying issues with the mechanical components or the frame. Once 
you have an understanding of how they work, 
this article (mm3d.co/all3dp-beginners) that outlines some of the best 
3D printers on the market! You can ensure they are compatible with 
Palette (mm3d.co/compatibility)
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Extruder Calibration

After completing preliminary checks to ensure that there are no 
mechanical issues with your printer, we recommend completing an 
extruder calibration. Calibrating your extruder is very important for 
perfecting your print quality. 

This guide (mm3d.co/extruder-calibration) will take you through all 
of the steps from start to finish.

If extruder multiplier calibration is also completed, you can enter 
the extrusion and multiplier in the style or project settings, under 
Extrusion.

Photo below: Extrusion width and multiplier
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- If the printer has auto-bed leveling, in which case there is also

a probe offset. 

- If the printer has a z-offset saved in its firmware.

- If the start sequence in the slicer has linear movements on the
z-axis without homing afterwards.

First Layer Calibration
If you are initially setting up your printer, you make any changes to your 
printer setup (bed surface, nozzle, hot end), or want to conduct regular 
maintenance, it is recommended to ensure the printer bed is both level 
and an appropriate distance from the nozzle. This will ensure that the 
first layer of your prints are correct as this is essential to perfecting 
your prints. Here (mm3d.co/tt-firstlayer) is a guide on how to calibrate 
the first layer.

After finding the first layer z-height, it can be entered into the style 
profile or project settings under First Layer.

The actual z-height that the printer will begin with for printing will be a 
combination of both the first layer height in Layer Settings and the z-
offset in First Layer Settings.

Please also consider the following if it applies to the printer, as these 
will also affect the z-height:
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Photo below: Z-Offset

Photo below: First Layer Height
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Baseline Print

Before printing with Palette, we recommend completing a simple print 
in order to establish a baseline and determine if your printer is 
operating correctly. Here (mm3d.co/thingiverse-cube) is a link to the 
XYZ calibration cube, that can be printed quickly, and is a good 
indication if there are any issues with your printer. 
Here (mm3d.co/tt-baseline) is a guide on how to change the settings 
of your printer as needed.

If once you complete the baseline print you are seeing issues such as 
the print head missing the print bed or poor extrusion, please visit 
this article (mm3d.co/all3dp-troubleshooting) that will provide you 
with troubleshooting tips for common problems.

Thank you to All3DP, Teaching Tech and Matt's Hub 
for making these resources.
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Adding a Printer Profile

How to create a new printer profile in Canvas, focusing 
on the core machine settings.

Printer profiles can be created by:

Using a printer preset
Starting with a printer preset will automatically create a standard printer 
profile. Please review and adjust these settings based on your own 
preferences. You may test the print quality in single color first before 
printing in multicolor.

Importing profiles from Simplify3D, Slic3r/Prusaslicer or Kisslicer
If a profile is imported from another slicer, a style profile will be 
automatically generated based on existing slicer settings. We suggest 
reviewing these settings, testing the print quality in single color first 
before printing in multicolor.

Starting from blank

Guidelines on starting a blank profile are below.

Canvas Note: Hover over printer and style settings to view tooltips.
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Name of printer

Printer model - Commonly used printers can be tagged in the printer 
profile. Printer tagging allows style profile data to be anonymously 
aggregated from printer profiles, and shared with others who use the 
same printer. When you tag a printer, you will be able to see common 
parameters used for slicer settings.

General
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Number of extruders - Most FFF printers should only have 1 extruder 
by default.

Nozzle diameter - Most FFF printers will have a standard 0.4mm nozzle

Bowden tube length - Used only for Bowden-style printers. We 
recommend measuring from the filament feed to the tip of the hot end. 
It's better to overestimate than underestimate this length, so that there 
will be sufficient filament at the end of the print.

Extruder
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Printer’s bed size - The X, Y, and Z lengths of your printer's bed. For 
delta printers, only the diameter and height are required.

Origin offset - Usually located in the middle or bottom-left corner of the 
print bed. You can also set a custom origin by manually entering the 
Origin Offset values

Bed
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File type - Variations of G-Code files used by your printer. CANVAS 
supports G-Code (.gco, .g), .X3G, and .makerbot.

Firmware type - Firmware used by your printer. For the majority of 
printers, '5D Absolute' will be appropriate

Firmware Purge - Some printers include a hard-coded purge when 
beginning a print. Because this purge is not in the print file, calculated 
splice lengths will all be incorrectly short by this amount. If your printer 
has a firmware purge, estimate the amount of filament it uses here
Use Firmware Retraction - Some firmware will have retractions hard-
coded and you can use these instead of retraction settings in your Style 
Profile. If you're not sure about this feature, leave it unselected.

Firmware
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Transition

Custom transition settings can be added here if side transitions 
(mm3d.co/p3-sidetransitions) or a purge bucket is used.
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Other

Sequences: Start and End G-Code sequences. You may copy your printer's 
start and end sequence into here.

You can learn about advanced scripting in Canvas using PrinterScript 
(canvas3d.io/printerscript).

Please note that if/else syntax is not supported at this time.

Layer change scripts and side transition scripts are also available here for 
customization. 15 of 74
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Add a style profile
How to create and manage slicer setting profiles in Canvas.

Style profiles are preset slicer settings, which can be saved and 
used in projects.

You can add a style profile when you're setting up a printer profile 
for the first time, or after the printer profile has been created.
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Step 1 — Import Styles from a Different Slicer

Importing a style profile will allow you to use settings from another slicer. It's one of the easiest 
ways to get slicing if you already have some tried and tested settings!



 Go to Printer Profiles and double click the printer you want to add a new a style profile to.

 Click Add a New Style Profile .

 Click Import from a Different Slicer.

 Upload your printer profile file.

 Once you’ve uploaded the file, confirm that the printer settings are correct, and click 

Save.

Add a style profile
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Step 2 — Start from a Blank Style Profile

A blank style profile will have no preset settings and will require you to enter and modify different
parameters.



 Go to Printer Profiles and double click the printer you want to add a new style profile to.

 Click New Style Profile .

 Click Start from Blank Profile .

 Enter your profile name and enter desired settings, click Save.

Add a style profile
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Step 3 — Selecting a Style Profile in a Project

When creating a new project 
(canvas3d.io/projects), go to 
Project Settings to select a style 
profile for the setup. This will 
populate the project settings with 
preset slicer settings based on the 
style profile created in steps 1 and 
2.



Step 4 — Managing Style Profiles in Project Settings

Slicer settings can be changed on a per project basis in Canvas.

When settings changed are made on a project, you can do the following to update or return to
standard settings:



Update: The selected style profile will be updated with the project's settings.

Save as new style profile:  The originally selected style profile will be unaffected, the project
settings will create a new style profile for this printer.



Revert: Project setting changes will be discarded, the original style profile will be used.

Add a style profile
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Step 5 — Settings for Print Quality

Layer Height: For printing with Palette, a layer height of 0.25 offers a good balance between detail
and tower size.



Extrusion Width and Multiplier: If extrusion lines are not adhering well, the extrusion width can
be increased to 0.42-0.45mm. The extrusion multiplier can be adjust 2% at a time to adjust for
over or under extrusion.



Gap Threshold for Holes in Print: Adding a gap fill can help generate toolpaths for areas that
appear missing in the slice preview. Enter a number value to represent the millimeter length of the
gap.



Retraction for Stringing: Increase retraction distance incrementally by 0.2mm, and retraction
speed by 5mm/s at a time. This can be paired with slightly increasing movement speed under
General settings.



Perimeters for Surface Finish:  Adding another perimeter can help with print strength, reducing
the perimeter speed by 5mm/s at a time can help improve the surface quality.



Add a style profile
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Step 6 — Settings for Printing with Palette

 Print Bed Offset: If the z-offset calibration has been done for this printer, that z-height can be 
entered here (Note: please check the printer profile's start sequence to see if this is already 
included there). A z-offset that is too close to the bed will result in a print with low pings 
(mm3d.co/ping-pong), which can affect the color calibration at print start.

Transition Length: The transition length will determine the amount of filament extruded when 
transitioning from one color to another. Higher transition lengths can help reduce bleed, but will 
increase print times and transition tower size.



To learn about how transition lengths can be adjusted based on color strength, see 
Variable Transitions (mm3d.co/p2variable-transitions).



Print Speed (Solid Layer in General, Infill Speed, Perimeter Speed): To help ensure Palette 
has sufficient filament in its buffer while printing, please avoid using very high speeds for these 
settings.



Add a style profile

© 2022 support.mosaicmfg.com/

Transition Target: Specifies to what percent into a transition length the Palette 
should aim for the new color to reach the nozzle. Lower percentages will use more of 
the transition length for cleaning out the blended regions, with a well calibrated 
Palette and printer extruder. 
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Connect Palette 3 to 
Internet and Canvas

This article will demonstrate how to connect Palette to the Internet 
as well as your Canvas account

INTRODUCTION

In this guide you will learn how to:

- Connect Palette to the Internet using Wi-Fi on Palette 3, WiFi and
ethernet on Palette 3 Pro.

- Toggle Wi-Fi on/off, disconnect and forget Wi-Fi networks.
- Connect Palette to your Canvas account.
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Step 1 — Connect to Internet

During the initial setup, after accepting the Terms of Service you can connect to the internet.

Connecting Palette 3 to the Internet will allow for firmware updates to be completed wirelessly,
and will make printer profile presets available. Additionally, it will allow you to connect Palette to
your Canvas account.



There are two options for connecting to the internet: Wi-Fi (Palette 3, Palette 3 Pro) or Ethernet
(Palette 3 Pro only).



If you skip connecting to the Internet during the initial setup, you can always connect from the
side menu later.



Connect Palette 3 to Internet and Canvas
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Step 2 — Connect Using WiFi

To connect to Wi-Fi: Tap Wi-Fi and choose an existing network from the list, or manually add a
network using an SSID and a password.



In case there are issues connecting to Wi-Fi during this initial setup, this can be skipped and
entered again from the side menu.



Wi-Fi options from the side menu include toggling the Wi-Fi on/off, disconnecting and forgetting
networks if needed.



Step 3 — Connect Using Ethernet

Ethernet connection is available on
Palette 3 Pro.



To Connect to Ethernet: Click
Ethernet to connect using an
ethernet cable, and insert the cable
into the port.



Once an ethernet cable is
plugged in, Palette 3 will
automatically proceed with the
Ethernet connection over Wi-Fi.



If you skip this step during the
initial setup, an Ethernet
connection can be established at
anytime by plugging in the cable.



Connect Palette 3 to Internet and Canvas
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Step 4 — Login and Link to Canvas

Once your Palette is connected to the Internet, you will be able to login to your Canvas account.
A Canvas account can be created here (canvas3d.io). Connecting Palette to your Canvas 
account (with Internet) will allow for prints to be sent and monitored from Canvas.



If you skip connecting to Canvas during the initial setup, you can always connect your Canvas
account from the side menu later.



Click Link to Canvas. This will provide you with an activation code to connect Palette to Canvas

Connect Palette 3 to Internet and Canvas
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Step 5 — Enter Activation Code and Connect to Canvas

Once Palette gives you a code to connect, login to Canvas and visit this link on another computer: 
canvas3d.io/connect. This is also available from the main menu > Devices > Connect device.



Enter the activation code beside  Online devices.

Palette should now be connected to your Canvas account!

© 2022 support.mosaicmfg.com/

Connect Palette 3 to Internet and Canvas
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Setup and Slicing for 
Palette 3 in Canvas

Getting started with Canvas3d.io for connecting Palette 
and slicing for multi-material.

INTRODUCTION

You can register a new Canvas account (canvas3d.io) for free, 
or login to your existing account to complete the steps below.

In this guide you will learn how to:

- Create a new printer profile and setup.
- Add Palette to your setup.
- Slice for multi-material.
- Send print files to Palette 3.
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Step 1 — Create a New Printer Profile and Setup

Start a new printer profile (canvas3d.io/printers) by either: a) creating a blank profile and 
inputting settings, b) using a printer preset, or c) importing a profile from Simplify3D, Slic3r/
PrusaSlicer, or KISSlicer.



If you have a custom start and end sequence for your printer, please enter it in the Sequences
page.



Create a new setup with this printer profile. You can always return to 
Setups (canvas3d.io/setups) to create one.



Setup and Slicing for Palette 3 in Canvas
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Step 2 — Add Palette 3 to Setup

On the Setups (canvas3d.io/setups) page, select and edit the setup with your printer profile.

Click Add Device, and add Palette 3 or Palette 3 Pro to this setup.

When you have connected Palette 3 to Canvas in following Step 1, please select the Palette 3
under My Online Devices at the top of the list. This will allow you to send print files to Palette 3
directly.



If you add the offline Palette 3 in connected mode, after slicing, the .mcfx file for printing can be
transferred to the USB drive for Palette. If you activate Palette 3 in Canvas, you can always
come back to edit this setup with the online device.



If you are looking to print with a USB connection between Palette and the printer, select
connected mode. If you prefer to print the files from external storage on your printer, select
accessory mode.



Setup and Slicing for Palette 3 in Canvas
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Step 3 — Start a new Project and Upload Models


Create a new Project 
(canvas3d.io/projects), and click 
on Settings. Check that the setup 
with your printer and Palette 3 is 
selected, and save.

From the project view, click on Add 
models. Upload the STL files you 
would like to print.



 If the model uploaded is only one
STL, upload it as a single-color 
model. If the model has multiple 
STL files, upload as a multi-color 
model.

Not sure what to print yet? You 
can download this quick 
keychain test print 
(mm3d.co/dualcolor-keychain)



Setup and Slicing for Palette 3 in Canvas
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Step 4 — Color Models and Review Slicer Settings


If multiple STL files are uploaded, 
color the model by dragging and 
dropping the color swatch over 
the model itself, or the file name in 
the Objects list.

If only one STL is uploaded, the 
model can be customized with 
painting (mm3d.co/painting-intro)



If you are printing the test
keychain, please click and drag
the colors and do not paint the
model.



Once you're happy with the colors
used on the models, click on
Settings to review your slicer
settings for the print.



For the first print, check for
settings such as extrusion width, 
extrusion multiplier, layer height, 
and z-offset (see Page 8 - 
Adding a Style Profile).



Setup and Slicing for Palette 3 in Canvas
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Step 6 — Slice and Transfer the Print Files

Once your model's colors are assigned, and your slicer settings are saved, slice the project.

If Palette 3 is saved in accessory mode, you will have two files available for download: a .mafx
for Palette 3, and .gcode file for the printer.



If Palette 3 is saved in connected mode, one file will be available to send to Palette 3 directly, or
can be downloaded: a .mcfx for both Palette 3 and the printer.



© 2022 support.mosaicmfg.com/

Setup and Slicing for Palette 3 in Canvas
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Update Palette 3 Firmware
How to update firmware on Palette 3 over WiFi or with a USB 

drive.

INTRODUCTION

In this guide, you will learn how to:

- Check if a new firmware release is available following Palette 3's on-screen
instructions
- How to update firmware either over WiFi or using a USB drive
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Step 1 — Check if New Release is Available





Step 2 — How to Update Firmware using WiFi





On Palette 3's menu, please go to 
Settings > Firmware. Click on Check 
for Updates.

Please also visit our P3 Firmware 
Releases (mm3d.co/p3-releases) 
page to see if a new version is 
available.

Check that Palette 3 is connected to 
the Internet (mm3d.co/p3-internet-
canvas) from the side bar menu.

If there is a new version that Palette 
3 can be upgraded to, the Update 
Available button will be green. Tap 
on this button to continue with the 
on-screen instructions.

Please do not power off Palette 3 or 
unplug the power during the update.

Update Palette 3 Firmware
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Step 3 — How to Update Firmware using USB Drive









Visit P3 Firmware Releases to 
download the latest firmware version 
available. Transfer the zipped file to 
the the USB drive.

Plug the USB drive into one of 
Palette 3's ports. On Palette 3's 
menu, go to Settings > Firmware > 
Update from USB.

Select the version you would like to 
update Palette to, and proceed with 
the on-screen instructions.

Please do not power off Palette 3 or 
unplug the power during the update.

After the update is complete, tap 
Palette's screen to return to the 
main menu. Use the power options 
from the Settings menu to restart 
Palette.



© 2022 support.mosaicmfg.com/

Update Palette 3 Firmware

Note: Updating by USB is used to revert 
back to a previous version, or if Palette 
3 is not connected to the Internet
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Printer Setup
How to setup your printer for Palette 3

INTRODUCTION

In this guide, you will learn how to:

- Assemble the spoolholder included with Palette 3
- Attach the tube clip guide to the printer's extruder and where to find

custom tube clips
- Palette and printer placement
- Recommended tube lengths to select for the printer
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Step 1 — Assemble the Spool Holder

Insert two rods into the bases of the spool holder ends, press the ends together firmly.

Place filament onto the remaining rods. Lower the rods onto the notches located on top of the
spool holder ends.



Printer Setup
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Step 2 — Attach Tube Clip Guide to Printer’s Extruder

Use the velcro provided and attach one piece to the printer’s extruder, near where the filament is
inserted. Attach the other piece to the back of the tube clip provided.



For Direct Drive printers, this tube 
clip will be positioned directly above 
the printhead or hot end

 For Bowden-style Printers, this tube clip 
will be positioned on the Bowden 
extruder, before travelling through the 
Bowden PTFE to reach the hot end.



Position the circular section of the clip above where filament is inserted, and press the tube clip into
place.



 You can find custom tube clips here (mm3d.co/thingiverse-resources)

To remove the tube from the extruder clip, use a finger to hold back the collet to prevent it from
gripping the tube, and gently pull on the tube.



Printer Setup
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Step 3 — Select Placement for Palette 3 and Spool Holder

Placement options:

Place Palette on its stand: Position the spoolholder directly below Palette.

Place Palette flat on the surface: Position the spoolholder on a surface with the same height
as Palette.



Mount Palette: Align the spoolholder position to the filament inputs on Palette if possible

Printer Setup
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Step 4 — Select the Outgoing tube length you will be using to connect to the printer’s
extruder.

The short tube is ideal for printers using a Bowden tube. The medium tube is ideal for most Palette
and printer setups. The long tube can be used if Palette is mounted above the printer.



Using a shorter tube when possible can allow for calibration adjustments to appear sooner while
printing, due to the lesser distance the filament has to travel.



The long tube mainly used for large printers where positioning requires the extra length.

If you are using your own tube, please enter the measurement as a custom length.

Insert the outgoing tube through the output, and make sure the tube sits flush to the brass
coupling.



Before printing, please ensure that the tube is pushed all the way down to brass coupling.

Printer Setup
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Splice Tuning for Palette 3
This guide will show you how to adjust splice tuning settings on Palette

INTRODUCTION

What is Splicing?

Palette combines different materials and feeds them into 3D printers to create 
objects with multiple colors and materials. Heat, compression, and cooling is used 
to join these filaments together.

Filament Tips

For best results it is recommended to:

- Use filament that is within +/- 0.03 mm spec of 1.75 mm to create the best
quality splices.
- Avoid using brittle filament. Check that the filament is not brittle before
splicing or printing. If the filament snaps easily without much effort, it's likely
become too brittle.
- Use filament storage to keep spools dry.

How to tell if a splice and your splice tuning settings will create a 
strong splice:

- The splice will remain intact when feeding into the extruder. The splice is
pliable and takes multiple bends to break.
- The splice has a diameter of approximately 1.75 mm ± 0.15 mm. If
possible, it is best to measure the diameter with digital calipers, with the
filament placed vertically so the splice is measured at multiple points.
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How to Splice Tune

1. Test splice settings using the Splice Tuning menu on Palette. Evaluate the
splice for its strength by bending it or measuring with digital calipers (steps
1-2). If splicing two materials of different rigidity, also test the reverse splice
order (step 3)

2. Save splice settings in Canvas, and select material profiles (steps 4-6)

Splice Tuning for Palette 3

Glossary

Splice - The fusion of two different filaments. This can refer to the connection of the 
two filaments, or a length of filament where two filaments have joined together

Splicing - The operation on Palette of fusing two different filaments together

Splice core - The assembled component on Palette where splices are created

Splice tube - A piece of PTFE tubing that is inserted into the splice core, used to 
contain and guide the filament during splicing

Heat - The amount of time heat is applied during a splice

Compression - The distance that the two filament pieces are pressed into each 
other

Cooling - The amount of time the splice has to cool down after exiting the splice 
core

Splice tuning - The menu option and operation on Palette that allows you to test 
heat, compression and cooling factors applied to the selected filament

Splice settings, splice factors or splice tuning values - The set of heat, 
compression, and cooling factors applied to create a splice (e.g. 0,0,0 or 2,0,2)

Outgoing filament - The first length of filament which is preheated in the splice 
core. It will also be seen first exiting the output on Palette (see step 3)

Ingoing filament - The second length of filament which meets the preheated 
outgoing filament in the splice. This piece of filament will exit the output on Palette 
after the outgoing piece (see step 3)

Drives - Inputs on Palette where filament is inserted. The number of inputs also 
corresponds to the colors available in the Projects Toolbox in Canvas (see step 6)
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Step 1 — Splice Tuning Menu and Clearing the Unit

From Palette's main screen tap Controls > Splice Tuning.

Clear the unit of any filament before starting, and then insert the outgoing tube.

You may use the small outgoing tube when doing splice tuning so the filament will be guided out
of the unit.
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Compress - Each increment of 1
adds additional compression of 0.5
mm to the splice.



Slight compression can be added
to begin (+1, or +2), but a
combination of excessive heat
and compression can cause a
bulging splice.



Cool - Each increment of 1 adds an
additional one second to the cooling
time.



Substantially higher cooling times
may require slower print speeds.



Enter the desired settings, and then
create the splice. Once the splice is
complete, remove the outgoing tube
by pushing down on the grommet,
and from there the splice can be
pulled out to be examined. The
following splice tuning values for
PLA can be used as a starting point
if the default settings of 0,0,0 result
in a weak splice: [1,1,1], [2,0,2].



Please see steps 7 and 8 for
troubleshooting common splice
issues and how to adjust heat,
compression and cooling.
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Step 2 — Adjust Heat, Compress & Cool Factors

Heat - Each increment of 1 adds an
additional 0.5 seconds to the heating
time. (+11°C to Splice Core
temperature)



Substantially higher heating times
may require more cooling time as
well. These increases together
may require slower print speeds
so it is best not to heat more than
is necessary.
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Step 3 — Splicing Order

For some material combinations, the
order with which you splice will
affect the splicing parameters. When
splicing in the reverse direction, it's
possible that another set of splice
tuning factors are used.



Outgoing filament is the first
piece to be driven through the
unit and the first color seen from
the output. Ingoing filament is the
second piece driven into the unit,
and the last color seen leaving the
output.



During splice tuning, Palette will
splice the filament in drive 2
(ingoing) to the end of the
filament in drive 1 (outgoing). The
outgoing filament is heated first in
the splice core before the ingoing
is driven to meet it.



It is especially important to try
splicing with both combinations
when using two different materials.
After testing the materials, swap the
filaments between the two drives
and try splice tuning again.



Material profiles in Canvas will
allow you to enter the splice
tuning for both directions when
more than one material profile is
selected in splice settings. See
step 5.
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Step 4 — Creating and Selecting and Material Profiles

 From the Canvas main menu, go to Materials (canvas3d.io/materials).

 Material profiles are also available from the toolbox in Projects (canvas3d.io/projects).

If you already have a material profile created, proceed to the Splice Settings screen. If you would
like to create a new material profile, click the Add New Material button. You may edit the name of
the material and the material type, and then Save material.



Once you have finished creating material profiles, return to the Materials menu, select to highlight
the material profile and click Splice Settings. Once the Splice Settings screen is open, double
check that the correct Palette model is selected.
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Step 5 — Saving Splice Settings

Splicing same material: If the ingoing and outgoing materials are the same (ex. PLA - PLA), the
splice parameters will also be the same regardless of which material is loaded into Palette first.



Only one set of values will be needed, and the option to reverse the ingoing and
outgoing material will be disabled.



This would be used for different filament colors of the same manufacturer or material type. Only
one material profile with custom splice tuning is needed.



Splicing different materials: If the materials are different (ex. PLA - PETG, or two different
brands of PLA that need tuning), the splice parameters may be different depending on the material
being pushed (ingoing) and the material already in the splice core (outgoing).



Two sets of splice tuning values are possible with the ability to reverse the direction of
the splice.



This would be used when the intended materials used for the print are of different filament types
or from different manufacturers, where the splice tuning is required to strengthen the bond
between the different materials.



The ‘outgoing’ filament is being heated at a standstill while the ‘ingoing’ filament is being pushed
into the molten filament, compressed, and cooled to create a splice.



Once your splice tuning values are set, select Save to have these settings applied to your material
profiles when they are used in a project (more on this in the next step).
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Step 6 — Select Material Profile for Active Drives in a Project

Go to Projects (canvas3d.io/projects) to either start a new project or open an existing project. 
The toolbox on the left has color swatches that correspond to an input drive on Palette 3 (Pro).



If you do not see multiple color swatches, please to go Setups (canvas3d.io/setups) to check 
that you have a printer profile with your Palette model added. Please see step 3 of the 
Canvas Setups guide (page 22, or mm3d.co/p3-canvas)



Printing with the same material: When returning to the project, on the toolbox click on a color
swatch to check that the right material profile is selected for each drive.



In this example, drives 1 (white) and 2 (black) are of the same material but different colors will
be loaded into Palette. If any remaining drives are used for this print, please ensure the material
profile is also selected.



Drives 1 and 2 will use the one set of splice tuning values saved for the Shiny New PLA profile
saved in the last step.



Printing with different materials: Click on a color swatch to select the right material profile for
each drive.



In this example, drive 1 (white) is still using the Shiny New PLA profile like above, but drive 2
(black) will be using the Matte PLA profile. Select the intended material profile to be used for
any remaining drives.



Because we have two different material profiles selected for drives 1 and 2, any splices between
these two drives will use the two sets of splice tuning values saved between Shiny New PLA
and Matte PLA in the last step. This includes the default order, and the reverse material order.
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Step 7 — Troubleshooting Splices

Brittle splices - This occurs when the filament is weak at the point of the splice. When applying a
small amount of pressure, the splice snaps or breaks apart. A strong splice is malleable and can
bend and act as if it were a single strand of filament without issue.



Increase the heat factor by one unit at a time testing the splice after each increase.  For
every increase of 1 heat you should also increase cooling by 1 increment to counteract this.



In this photo example, the brittle splice was created using very low heat and cooling in the
negative values.



Necking splices - This occurs when splices are heated for too long, causing splices to ‘neck’ and
create a thin string-like center at the splice. Decrease the heat factor and increase the cooling
factor.



In this photo example, the necking splice was created using high heat and negative cooling.

Bulging splices - If a splice is too hot when it begins to move, it can cause a bulge. The front of
the filament is pulled, but the splice does not move enough, and the back filament compresses
into. Increase the cooling factor, or reduce compression.



In this photo example, there is a small neck to the left of the bulge, created by using more heat
and compression and no cooling. The bulging area is visibly wider than the rest of the filament
strand.



 If weak splices are occurring randomly, please see points 2 and 3 of 'Intermittent bad 
splice' (mm3d.co/p3-issues)
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Step 8 — Troubleshooting Compression

The compression factor adjusts the distance the two filament ends are compressed into
each other. If the filaments are compressed too much or too little, it can negatively affect splice
quality.



If the Compression Factor is set too low, you will see a small penetration cone in the splice.

In this photo example, the outgoing end (red) will have a shallower plunge, and there will be less
of the residual outgoing red filament on the cone (orange).



Increasing the compression factor to create a larger penetration cone, will help with splice
quality.



In this photo example, the outgoing end (red) will have a deeper plunge, and there will be more
of the residual outgoing red filament on the cone (orange).



Having too much compression can affect splice quality negatively as well, as Palette 3 will try to
force the compression of the filament together. There may be skipping sound from the motors if
the compression value is too high. Skipping will weaken the bond between the two filaments as it
will cause the filaments to separate.



If you hear Palette 3’s ingoing drives skipping or grinding away at filament when splicing,
decrease the compression factor incrementally by 1.
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Observable Behaviors During Printing

A broken or brittle splice often results with the printer continuing without any filament, a behavior known 
as air printing. You may still see some filament in the Palette unit or outgoing tube, but upon removing 
the outgoing tube from the printer's extruder there is no filament leading to the hot end.

An extremely large (bulging) splice may get caught in the splice core or in the extruder. If a bulging 
splice gets caught in the extruder or takes longer to pass through, you may notice slightly lower pings, 
since less filament is being extruded.

When a broken splice or jam occurs, you may see error 131 or 134 on Palette's screen.
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Connected Mode with Palette 3
How to print in connected mode with Palette 3, where Palette and the printer are 

connected by USB

Introduction

In this guide, you will learn how to:

- Connect the printer to Palette 3 by USB
- How to measure the loading offset for your extruder and how it's used for
calibration
- How to start a print

Connected Mode printing is where Palette's splicing and the printer's G-Code are 
combined into one file. A USB cable is used create a digital connection between 
Palette 3 and the printer, and stream that single file between the two devices.
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Step 1 — Slice and Transfer Files

After slicing your first multi-color project , download the file for printing.

Transfer the .mcfx to Palette 3 by either sending the file directly (available if P3 is connected to 
Internet and Canvas), or download the file and transfer to a USB drive for Palette.



Step 2 — Connect to Printer

If the printer connection was skipped during the initial setup, this can still be done from the status
bar menu.



Connect Palette and the printer by USB cable.

If unable to auto-connect, please try a manual connection by entering the baud rate and port for
the printer.
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Step 3 — Start Print

From Palette's menu screen, tap on Start Print.

Select the location for the .mcfx file.

If Palette 3 is offline, the manual printer selection screen will be skipped.

Step 4 — Printer Check - Extruder Clip and Outgoing Tube

Check that the extruder clip is attached to the printer.

Ensure that the correct outgoing tube length is selected on-screen.
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Step 5 — Measure Loading Offset

Enter the loading offset (LO) distance. To do this, please enter the distance between the tube clip
on the extruder to the tip of the nozzle.



For bowden printers, please measure from the bottom of the extruder, the bowden tube length,
and hot end to the nozzle point.



After saving the LO, your printer’s calibration data will be saved. If you are not using one of the
preset printer profiles on Palette, feel free to rename the printer for easier identification.



If a preset printer was selected, the loading offset is already stored with the preset. If the printer
has a modified extruder, the loading offset will require measurement.



For calibration purposes, the loading offset is used to determine how much filament to create in
order to start the print.
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Step 6 — Loading Filament and Starting Print

Palette will initialize, before prompting to load filament into the inputs.

The printer will automatically preheat while Palette produces splices.

Once Palette is done creating the initial splices, there should be about an inch of filament coming
out of the outgoing tube. Insert this filament end into the extruder, so it is gripped by the printer's
extruder gears.



If Palette is connected to WiFi, this can be done through the setup controls on Canvas. Or, you
can use the printer's screen/controls to drive filament forward through the extruder.



Once the filament is gripped by the extruder’s gears, jog the filament to insert the tube end into the
clip grommet.



The remaining filament to load into the extruder will be automatically jogged if smartloading is
used.



Clear the purged filament from the nozzle, and start printing!

Connected Mode with Palette 3

Note: Go to page 62 to learn how to evaluate the calibration print 
and find out the next steps for printing.
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Accessory Mode with Palette 3
How to print in accessory mode with Palette 3. In this mode, external storage is used 

to start printing on both Palette 3 and the printer

Introduction

In this guide, you will learn how to:

- How to select a printer preset (available if Palette 3 is connected to the Internet)
- Measure the loading offset for your extruder, and how this is used in calibration
- How to start a print

Accessory Mode printing is where Palette's splicing and the printer's execution of the 
G-Code are separate. A file is sent to Palette to create splices, while the G-Code is sent
to the printer using a compatible method or storage device (e.g. over WiFi, USB drive,
microSD/SD card).
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Step 1 — Slice and Transfer Files

After slicing your first multi-color project , download the files for printing.

Transfer the .mafx file to Palette by copying the file to a USB drive, and send the .gcode file to the
printer.



Step 2 — Start Print and Enter Printer Details

 From Palette's menu screen, tap on Start Print.

 Select the location for the MAF  file.

If the printer setup was skipped during the initial setup, but Palette 3 is connected to the Internet,
a list of common printer makes and models will be available to select from. Otherwise, you can
enter custom details for the printer.
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Step 3 — Printer Check - Extruder Clip and Outgoing Tube

Check that the extruder clip is attached to the printer.

Ensure that the correct outgoing tube length is selected on-screen.
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Step 4 — Measure Loading Offset

Enter the loading offset (LO) distance. To do this, please enter the distance between the tube clip
on the extruder to the tip of the nozzle.



For bowden printers, please measure from the bottom of the extruder, the bowden tube length,
and hot end to the nozzle point.



After saving the LO, your printer’s calibration data will be saved. If you are not using one of the
preset printer profiles on Palette, feel free to rename the printer for easier identification.



If a preset printer was selected, the loading offset is already stored with the preset. If the printer
has a modified extruder, the loading offset will require measurement.



For calibration purposes, the loading offset is used to determine how much filament to create in
order to start the print.
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Step 5 — Loading Filament and Starting Print

Palette will initialize, before prompting to load filament into the inputs.

Preheat printer while Palette produces splices.

Once Palette is done creating the initial splices, there should be about an inch of filament coming
out of the outgoing tube. Insert this filament end into the extruder, and use the printer's
screen/controls to drive filament forward.



Once the filament is gripped by the extruder’s gears, jog the filament to insert the tube end into
the clip grommet.



Jog the remaining filament prompted on Palette’s screen, by using the printer's screen/controls
to drive the filament forward/



Clear the purged filament from the nozzle, and tap “finish” on Palette.

Start the G-Code on the printer.
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Step 6 — Evaluating Calibration and Next Steps (Connected and Accessory)

Monitoring calibration: To view calibration pings while a print is in progress, go to Tools > Pings
from Palette's screen.



 See "What are Pinging and Ponging" on the next [age

Reviewing print after completion: If the loading offset for the printer is accurate, the first
transition on the tower will appear approximately 30-40% from the bottom-right. The keychain will
have a clean border from the interior section.



Troubleshooting loading offset from first print: In the event you find that transitions are
happening too early or too late, it's possible that the loading offset for the printer profile 
is inaccurate. To learn how to adjust this, please see this guide (mm3d.co/p3-lo-hm).



Next prints and tuning printer profile: The next set of multi-material prints (mm3d.co/
thingiverse) completed with this same printer profile will be further tuned by selecting to save or 
ignore the print based on pings and calibration data.



Example multi-material models for profile tuning can be items like coasters, small animals or
figurines.
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What are "Pinging" and "Ponging"?
Palette must ensure the right filament shows up at the extruder/nozzle at 
the right time—but printing is not a perfect science. A number of factors can 
cause small differences between estimated filament usage (stated in GCode) 
and actual filament usage, such as:

Skipping

Filament diameter inconsistency

Imperfect first-layer adhesion

Moisture

Filament brand/color physical property differences

When printing with only one filament, if a GCode file states that it will use 
10 m of filament, but the printer actually uses 9.5 m, it is typically 
unnoticeable: the filament showing up in the print will be the same color/
material regardless of where it is from in the spool. However, when 
creating precise multi-color and multi-material prints with Palette, an 
offset of 0.5 m would result in a failed print; the colors would all be 
incorrect.

Because of the importance of precise filament positioning for Palette 
prints, we created 2 systems to keep the right filament showing up at the 
right time. These systems are called Pinging and Ponging. They're 
Palette's closed-loop feedback systems that allow Palette to adjust 
filament lengths during prints to keep everything in calibration. Pinging 
and Ponging use Palette's Scroll Wheel/Encoder.
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Scroll Wheel/Encoder

In earlier generations of Palette v1.0 and Palette+, the scroll wheel/
encoder was a separate assembly between Palette and the printer.

With Palette 2 and 3, the scroll wheel/encoder is actually built into the 
unit, so there's no need to attach this to your printer physically.

The Scroll Wheel/Encoder uses its filament-measuring capabilities to 
record Pings.

Pinging (extrusion based in accessory mode, 
digital pinging in connected)

A Ping is a checkpoint in a print. Palette knows how much filament a 
printer uses over time, but Palette needs clear checkpoints to 
understand how much filament the printer was supposed to use during 
this time. Pings are how a printer says: "Palette, I'm 3% of the way 
through the print. Now I'm at 7.5%. Now I'm at 11%." Every time a ping 
occurs, Palette compares how much filament has been used with how 
much the printer was supposed to use (in the GCode): "The printer sent 
us a Ping, which means we're 10% of the way through the print. We have 
used 5m of filament, but according to the SEEM file (.maf, .mafx, .mcfx) 
from Canvas, we should have used 5.2m by now." Palette then uses this 
information to adjust future filament segment lengths.

If you are printing with accessory mode, you may find yourself wondering 
"why does the printer pause over the transition tower?", these are Pings. 
Pings (and transition/purge towers) are added to the GCode when the file 
is processed by Canvas. The Ping Signature is a set of unique and 
recognizable GCode commands that Palette identifies as a ping (using 
the Scroll Wheel/Encoder). Currently, the Ping Signature is a 13-second 
pause, 20mm of extrusion, and then another 7-second pause, after which 
the print resumes.
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When Palette detects a Ping, it will compare the filament used with the 
amount expected, and will display this figure as the Ping Offset % on your 
screen. You can also see the last 10 ping values by going to Statistics > 
Ping Offsets during a print.

If you're using Palette 2 with a CANVAS Hub, or Palette 3 in connected 
mode, we use something called Digital Pinging, where GCode is 
transmitted using a USB cable between Palette and the printer. It passes 
pings between the two so, instead of waiting for pauses (like in accessory 
mode), communication is instant. This digital pinging means that Palette 
never misses a check-in.

Ponging (homing the Buffer Loop)

While Pinging creates a feedback loop with the printer and handles 
discrepancies associated with printer extrusion, Ponging allows Palette 
to account for any discrepancies in its drive systems that may cause 
errors in how much filament Palette is producing.

In order to explain Ponging, we first need to explain the Buffer System. It 
allows Palette's filament production and a printer's filament consumption 
to be asynchronous (operate at different speeds).

Ponging is like Palette's version of a 3D printer homing its axes. Some 
printers have homing sequences upon startup during which they may 
move the extruder to trigger some limit switches in its X, Y, and Z axes. 
This sort of a homing sequence helps a printer understand its extruder's 
absolute position (as opposed to a relative position). Similarly, when the 
filament or PTFE tube in Palette's buffer region triggers the buffer switch, 
Palette can "home the buffer loop."

With this information, Palette is better able to understand more precisely 
how much filament it has produced, and adjusts the future filament 
production to account for past inaccuracies.

Since Palette 2 and 3's scroll wheel/encoder is inside the unit and 
ponging is initiated by a switch within the buffer area.
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Where do I find ping and pong information?
For Palette/Palette+, this information is found on Palette's screen. You 
can also save logs of your pings/pongs on your SD card by turning on 
Logging under the ''Preferences" menu.

For Palette 2(S) in Accessory mode, this is found on Palette's screen 
during a print by selecting the Menu button, then selecting Statistics > 
Ping/Pong Offsets . Please note that these values will not be saved.

For Palette 2S in Connected mode, these values are found under the 
Palette tab in OctoPrint. You can save these logs after a print is 
completed, but they will be deleted from the tab once another print has 
initiated.

For Palette 3, pings are displayed on the print progress screen, under 
Tools > Pings.

Summary

Palette uses the Scroll Wheel/Encoder to record printers' filament 
consumption rates. It uses this, in conjunction with Pings (which are 
checkpoints, to make sure that the right filament shows up at the nozzle 
at the right time. Palette also uses the buffer system to Pong, which 
helps Palette make sure its own filament production is accurate.

Together, these systems make sure your prints turn out looking great!
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Printer Profiles

How to Create a New Printer Profile on Palette
Printer Profiles are saved to Palette when you create a new printer 
profile in Canvas, Slic3r/PrusaSlicer. Below are some example 
scenarios:

a) Selecting a preset on Palette 3 when setting up a printer.

b) Slicing with a new printer profile from Canvas.

How to Edit or Delete Existing Printer Profile(s)

Palette 3 Loading Offset 
and Historical Modifier

While viewing your Printer Profiles, you may tap on a single profile to edit its 
calibration data and name. You may also delete a single profile at a time by 
selecting "Remove from Palette."

To completely delete all Printer Profiles from your Palette, please go to Settings > 
System > Delete All Local Files. Please note that once this is done, the action 
cannot be reversed.
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Loading Offset and Historical Modifier

These two values are first established when you complete your calibration print. 
Loading offset remains static after calibration, while the historical modifier will 
change slightly after each print with Palette. Both of these values work together to 
maintain color calibration and splice lengths throughout the print.

Palette 3 Loading Offset (LO) is the length from the extruder to the hot end
Loading offset on Palette 3 no longer includes the outgoing tube length.

For direct drive printers, the LO is the length of the extruder and printhead/hot end.

For bowden printers, the LO is the length from the bowden extruder, the bowden 
tube, and printhead/hot end.

Historical Modifier (HM) is an average of your pings over time
It is a percentage that tells Palette how much filament to make based on your 
printer's extrusion. For example, if your HM is 98%, your printer may under-extrude 
slightly when compared to the GCode, and Palette compensates by adjusting splice 
length. If you had a calibration print that had a 'No Pings' error, you will find that in 
your printer profile, HM will be 'None.' For a further explanation of pings, click here.

How to Manually Edit LO/HM (Advanced)
Please only proceed with editing your LO or HM after you have completed multiple 
prints and your pings are consistent. These steps can be done to fine tune your 
printer profile, and it's recommended to take note of the LO or HM before making 
any changes so that you can revert settings if needed. The following steps can be 
done by going to Printers and tapping the profile you wish to edit.
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How to Edit LO

LO is Incorrect

You can edit the LO if you find that the length saved after calibration requires some 
further tuning. You may see the print's transition's start too early or too late, and 
adjusting the transition target in Canvas, PrusaSlicer/Slic3r doesn't have an effect.

To determine if this is the case, you can do the following next time you start a print 
(the print does not need to complete, and you can cancel shortly after).

a) Load your extruder with clear or white filament before loading the filament from
Palette. This will prime the nozzle and make observing the filament from Palette
easier (please do not use clear or white in Palette).

b) Start the .mcfx/.maf file on Palette and proceed with the steps provided on the
screen to load filament to the extruder. You will come to the loading step that asks
you to jog a specific number of millimeters before starting the print (based on the
saved LO). Jog the filament slowly, and stop as close to 0 as possible.

c) After confirming that loading is complete and before starting the print, take a look
at the filament that has been extruded. If you see that all of the clear or white
filament and some (>5cm) of the colored filament from Palette has been
extruded, the LO may be too long and needs to be decreased. Incrementally
decrease your LO manually. Start with 5-10mm at a time. Cancel the print, and
proceed to the next step.
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Photos above: Loading offset is too low - first transition on bottom of tower is 
slightly visible, but not enough. The color filament from Palette does not 
extrude out of the nozzle when loading/smartloading to 0mm is complete.

Photos above/previous page: Loading offset length is too high - first transition 
does not appear on bottom of tower but begins on the keychain itself. The color 
filament from Palette extrudes too much from the nozzle when loading/
smartloading to 0mm is complete.

If you reach 0 and see that none of the colored filament from Palette has been 
extruded, the LO may be too short and needs to be increased. You may continue the 
print and increase the LO based on when you see the colored filament print on the 
first layer, or you may remove the profile and re-do the calibration. Note: Because the 
extruded filament length is different from the length of filament when it’s in the 
extruder, it can be challenging to provide exact values to edit your loading offset. This 
is why in both scenarios we would recommend editing the LO incrementally using 
approximate values.

d) From the home menu, go to Printers. Tap on the profile you wish to edit, and then
tap Loading Offset.

e) You will be brought to a screen that allows you to edit the LO by adding a new
measurement. Please press Save.
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How to Edit HM

Please note that editing the HM should only be used if other methods to improve 
calibration have not changed results.

HM is None
The steps below primarily pertain to printing in Accessory Mode, if you see that HM is 
‘None’, and if you are unable to complete e-steps calibration on your printer (e.g. the 
e-steps are hard-coded in the printer firmware, or you are unable to save the e-steps
calibration).

a) Determine if there are discrepancies in how much your printer is extruding. This
can be done by following e-steps calibration guides. For example, if you command
your printer to extrude 100mm but it only extrudes 80mm, you’re under-extruding by
20%. Using a baseline length of 100mm will make it easier to understand how much
to edit the HM value to.

b) Using the actual number of millimeters extruded from your printer, convert that
into a percentage for your HM. With this example, we would edit the HM to be 80%.
Go to Settings > Preferences > Printer Profiles. Tap on the profile you wish to edit, and
then tap Next. Tap Edit, and you will be brought to a screen that allows you to edit the
LO and/or HM. Using the current example, change the HM to 80%. Please press Save
after making the change.

c) After editing the HM, test a multi-color print and monitor the pings. Because we
edited the HM from None to this new percentage, we are changing the threshold in
which the pings should be logged. If you were previously getting very low pings,
Palette may have rejected these very low pings because they fall below the ping
threshold. By editing the HM, we’re telling Palette that we are actually looking for
pings closer to this amount. After editing the HM from None to this percentage, you
should see the pings start to climb closer to 100%.

Note: If you are unable to determine how much filament your printer is actually 
extruding, you can try editing your HM to be 90%, and see if your pings begin to climb 
to 100%.
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HM Doesn’t Match Average Pings

The steps below should be followed if you find that your pings when printing have 
been stable and consistent, but this ping average is a couple percent higher or lower 
than 100% (e.g. your recent prints have had pings stay consistent at 98%).

a) Determine your current HM value in your printer profiles by going to Settings > 
Preferences > Printer Profiles.

b) Use the following formula to calculate your new HM. In order to use this, you need
to know what your pings are from your recent prints. Pings can be viewed during a
print by opening the menu on Palette’s screen and choosing Logs > Pings. These ping
percentages must be converted into decimal (eg. 98% becomes 0.98).

Old HM * Average Pings = New HM

Example: 0.95 (Old HM) * 0.98 (Average Pings) = 0.93

New HM 0.93 = 93%

c) Under Settings > Preferences > Printer Profiles. Tap on the profile you wish to edit,
and then tap Next.

d) Tap Edit, and you will be brought to a screen that allows you to edit the LO and/or
HM. Using the current example, change your HM to 93%. Please press Save after
making the change.

By changing the HM in this way, it can help get pings calibrated from the beginning of 
the print. The HM acts as a way to adjust PPM to match your printer. Editing HM in 
this way helps to tune profile without having to complete prints in order to save or 
ignore the calibration data.
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When to Save Calibration Values

Introduction

When your print is complete it is important to save the calibration values to improve 
your printer profile on Palette.

You can save the calibration values by using the print feedback at the end of each 
print will by tapping on the Great or Issues buttons. We recommend using the print 
feedback for the first 3-5 prints on a printer. This will allow you to improve your 
prints over time.

By tapping on "Great," this will save the calibration data. This will improve the HM 
(historical modifier) for your printer profile, and future prints.

The Historical Modifier (HM) is a percentage that tells Palette how much filament to 
make based on your printer's extrusion. For example, if your HM is 98%, your printer 
may under-extrude slightly when compared to the GCode, and Palette compensates 
by adjusting splice length.
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Pings

You will be able to access ping data by clicking the Statistics button when your 
print is complete.

Examine the ping data from each completed print, if the ping values are 
consistent at one percentage or fluctuate by 2-3% use the Great button in the 
print feedback.

If the ping values fluctuate by more than 5% or there are missed pings in the 
data use the Issues button in the print feedback.

Missed pings will not have any ping values and will appear as missed on the 
screen. A missed ping means the ping was so low at this point that it was not 
registered. Additionally, if you had a calibration print that had a 'No Pings' error, 
you will find that in your printer profile, HM will be 'None.'

By ignoring the data from missed pings, your HM in your printer profile will not 
be affected.

Improve Print Quality

Here are some general tips for settings to adjust to help with print quality and 
calibration.

If pings are very high (105%>), you can slightly reduce the extrusion multiplier or 
flow rate.

If pings are very low, (>90%), you can slightly increase the extrusion multiplier or 
flow rate, and extruder/nozzle temperature slightly. You can also try performing 
a cold pull on the extruder in case there is a clog.
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